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Abstract. A well-known problem with priority policies is starvation of delay-
tolerant traffic. Additionally, insufficient control over delay differentiation
(which is needed for modern network applications) has incited the development
of sophisticated scheduling disciplines. The priority policy we present here
has the benefit of being open to rigorous analysis. We study a discrete-
time queueing system with a single server and single queue, in which N
types of customers enter pertaining to different priorities. A general i.i.d.
arrival process is assumed and service times are generally distributed. We
divide the time axis into ’frames’ of fixed size (counted as a number of time-
slots), and reorder the customers that enter the system during the same frame
such that the high-priority customers are served first. This paper gives an
analytic approach to studying such a system, and in particular focuses on
the system content (meaning the customers of each type in the system at
random slotmarks) in stationary regime, and the delay distribution of a random
customer. Clearly, in such a system the frame’s size is the key factor in the
delay differentiation between the N priority classes. The numerical results at
the end of this paper illustrate this observation.
1. Introduction. In modern packet-based communication networks the provision-
ing of adequate QoS (Quality of Service) guarantees to different traffic flows is often
problematic. Different network applications demand different QoS from the network
layer underneath. Commonly we can distinguish two types of traffic. One having
higher delay-tolerance, such as e-mail, and VoD (video-on-demand) where jitter is
more problematic. The other, being real-time applications, is less delay-tolerant.
Here we think of VoIP, or video conferencing.
Answers to this demand include for instance weighted round robin (WRR), weigh-
ted fair queueing (WFQ) ([10]), and place reservation ([4]). The most extreme way
of priority scheduling is absolute priority (AP) or HoL-priority (Head of Line),
either preemptive or non-preemptive (see f.i. [14]). In this scheduling discipline,
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the highest priority packets enter the queue at the head of the line. This creates the
problem of starvation, where delay-tolerant traffic can suffer long waiting periods
as high priority packets keep skipping to the head of the line, when traffic loads are
high.
In this paper we present a solution to the starvation problem that can be tuned to
offer high delay differentiation between traffic classes. The idea is to divide the time
axis in time-frames and let a high-priority packet overtake low-priority packets if
they have entered the buffer (hereafter the queue) during the same time-frame. This
way the sojourn time of a low-priority packet will be fixed once the frame during
which it entered finishes, hence cancelling starvation. We will present a method to
analyse the system content in such a system using matrix analytical tools (as in [1])
as well as probability generating functions ([15]). Grouping packets that entered
the buffer during such a frame (much like the groups introduced in [12]) will prove
invaluable in obtaining analytic results for this particular service mechanism. From
now on, we will refer to ’packets’ as customers.
In section 2 we propose a discrete-time queueing model that allows delay
differentiation among multiple customer classes. We will introduce some notations
that will be used throughout the paper. Next follows the analysis of the system, in
which we aim for the joint pgf of the system content at random slot marks, after
which we briefly touch upon the different delay distribution’s pgfs (for the different
customer classes). Finally some numerical results show the effect of the frame size
on the delay differentiation between customers of distinct types.
2. Model and Definitions. We consider a discrete-time queueing system in which
customers of N types arrive according to a general i.i.d. arrival process. Let aj,n
be the number of type-j customers entering the system during slot n. Then the
joint probability generating function (pgf) E[
∏N
j=1 z
aj,n
j ] is independent of the slot-
index n, and we abbreviate it as A(z) with z the vector with j-th entry zj . Service
times of customers of type j are generally distributed and i.i.d. random variables
we denote by sj (with pgf Sj(z) , E[zsj ]), and service of a customer can start
no sooner than the slot following its arrival in the system - even when there are
no customers being served during this slot. As our notation implies, service times
of customers of type-i and type-j (i 6= j), can have different distributions and are
independent of one another.
The adopted scheduling mechanism can be better understood when compared
against the FHLL (First High, Last Low priority) principle ([13]) or slot-bound
priority ([3]), in which a tagged type-t customer has priority over all customers
of type-u that entered the system during the same slot as our tagged customer
(∀u > t). Customers entering the system during different slots are served FCFS
(first-come-first-served) regardless of their type. In this scheduling mechanism,
priority is limited to customers entering the system during the same slot. Its effect
appears to be quite limited for most traffic scenarios that were considered in [3].
The idea to generalize the priority to take effect on customers entering the system
during fixed-size intervals (called frames hereafter) follows quite naturally from this
observation. The actual analysis on the other hand does not, since several additional
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complications are to be taken into account, as we will show in the remainder of this
paper. Moreover note that because in [13] the FHLL principle is applied to a finite
(multi-threshold) queueing system, and studied using network calculus, it offers
little basis to obtain the pgfs of delay and queue content in our model.
We divide the time axis in frames of equal size (each equal to M slots). Frame-
bound priority is defined such that customers entering the system during the same
frame are served according to their priority class (1 being the highest priority and
are thus served first, N being the lowest priority class). Customers entering the
system during different frames are to be served FCFS. This poses a first problem.
Namely, suppose that at some time instant all customers that entered the system
during previous frames have been served. A customer that enters the system during
the running frame can then be served immediately. But if after that customer, a
customer of a higher priority class arrives during the same frame, then the service
order would be reversed among customers with arrival instances during the same
frame. To counter this, a possible solution could be to delay service of a customer
entering the system while it is empty until the running frame terminates. As
this leaves the system idle while there are customers present in the system, the
work conservation principle would be violated, and we propose another solution:
if at some point in time all customers that entered during past frames have been
served before the length of the running frame has reached M , the running frame is
terminated and the service of the customers that belong to it (if any) commences,
according to their respective priority level. In this way the prioritized service order
within frames is guaranteed. Frames however may have lengths of less thanM slots
due to this principle, and in particular all frames during idle periods are of length
1 (see Fig.1).
To aid our analysis, we keep track of the ordinal number of a slot within a frame
(ranging from 1 toM ,M being the maximum frame length). We refer to the ordinal
number itself as the phase. The first slot in each frame will have phase 1. We say
that the current frame is reset or terminated when all customers that entered before
the most recent frame bound have been served.
We define a group (of order l, l ∈ {1, . . . ,M}) as the collection of customers that
entered the system during the same frame, given that the frame’s length is l slots.
As our discussion shows, groups are served FCFS, and between customers of the
same group an absolute priority rule holds, as in [3]. Here however we have the
additional difficulty that we have groups of different orders and thus no identically
distributed (group) service times, but depending on the system state at the time of
service initiation (where with a groups service time we mean the combined service
time of all customers that are part of it). Hence the basic steps used in the analysis
of the slot-bound priority in [3] cannot be applied here.
Say that during a frame of length l slots no customers enter the system, then
the formed group is empty. Since however such groups will possibly have zero
service time while customers have non-zero service time, some complications may
arise. Therefore we will only consider groups when at least one customer enters
the system during tagged frame. Let a(l)g,k be the indicator for a group entering the
system during the k’th frame when this frame’s size is l slots (ag stands for arrival
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of groups). Because of the i.i.d. property of the arrival process we can see that
these indicators are independent of k, and their pgf is given by
A(l)g (z) , E[za
(l)
g ] = A(0)l + (1−A(0)l)z, (1)
where we have omitted the frame index k. The symbols 0 and later 1 are vectors
of which all entries are equal to 0 and 1 respectively. Furthermore, the number of
type-j customers in a group of order l is a discrete random variable (drv) which we
denote by b(l)j . It is basic to see that b
(l)
j ’s distribution is the same as
∑l
n=1 aj,n’s
conditioned on the subspace where during the entire l slots no customers of any
type enter the system (
∑l
n=1
∑N
j=1 aj,n > 0). The joint pgf of b
(l)
1 , . . . , b
(l)
N hence
follows from the above, with the result
B(l)(z) , E[
N∏
j=1
z
b
(l)
j
j ] =
A(z)l −A(0)l
1−A(0)l . (2)
All these definitions are illustrated in Fig.1. We also define aT,n (with pgf
AT (z) = A(z, z, . . . , z)) as the total number of customers entering the system during
slot n (=
∑N
j=1 aj,n), and its average as λT , E[aT ], which is again independent
of n. Likewise, we write λj , E[aj ] for short. Since the system we described is
work-conserving, we deduce that the fraction of time during which the server serves
a type-j customer is given by ρj , λjE[sj ]. In the analysis we will assume that the
system evolves to a stationary regime, i.e.
∑N
j=1 ρj , ρ < 1.
We aim to obtain the joint pgf of vj , (V (z) , E[
∏N
j=1 z
vj
j ]): the number of type-j
customers in the system at random slot marks, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, assuming our
system reaches a steady-state.
Before focussing on the system content analysis, we want to derive some
preliminary results concerning the group-forming procedure. One can view groups
as a sort of super-customer. Their service times are i.i.d. with the exception of the
group at the head of the line - when the most recent group departure caused the
running frame to reset (a group leaves the system after its last customer is served)
- which is not necessarily of order M . We agree that a group arrival is perceived to
take place during the last slot of the frame it originates from, and likewise we say
that a group enters the system at such an epoch.
Consider a period in time during which the frames all have their maximum length
of M slots. We wish to know the probability that a group will enter the system
during a slot, given the phase during that slot. Next to that we wish to keep track
of the phase in the next slot. Both questions are answered by the following matrix
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X(z) ,

1
1
. . .
1
A
(M)
g (z)
 . (3)
The above is a probability generating matrix and (X(z)1)l - ’1’ is a M × 1
column vector with all entries equal to 1, not to be confused with the parameterlist
when used as a multivariate functions argument - is the pgf of the number of group
arrivals (one or none) during the tagged slot given the phase is l. We can see that
all nonzero entries in this column vector are equal to 1 except for the M ’th which
equals A(M)g (z). This guarantees that group arrivals occur during the last slot of the
frame of length M only. Furthermore (X(1))i,j is the probability that the phase
in the next slot will be j given that the phase in the current one was i. X(z)
guarantees that we go from phase i to phase i+1 in a deterministic manner during
successive slots in a frame of length M . Also note that (X(z)n1)l is a row vector
that describes the number of group arrivals during n consecutive slots given the
starting phase was l, and (X(1)n)i,j represents the probability that the phase will
evolve to i during these n slots given it started in phase j.
Let us denote the combined service time of all customers making up a random
group of order l as s(l)g . If we are again interested in the number of group arrivals
during this group’s service time and the phase we end in, given that we start in
phase i, we can utilize the previously introduced X(z) since we know that no frames
are cut short during such a service time with the exception of maybe its last frame.
We will neglect this possibility for reasons that will become clear in the analysis
itself. The answer can be formulated in the same way as above, this time with the
matrix S(l)g (X(z)), in which the l stands for the order of the tagged group.
s(l)g ,
N∑
j=1
b
(l)
j∑
i=1
sj,i, (4)
S(l)g (z) , E[zs
(l)
g ] = B(l)(S(z)), (5)
S(l)g (X(z)) , E[X(z)s
(l)
g ]
=
∞∑
i=1
X(z)i Pr[s(l)g = i] , (6)
where S(z) represents an N -dimensional vector with j-th entry equal to Sj(z), pgf
of the service time of an arbitrary type-j customer. The last definition is that
of a matrix generating function with comparable properties to X(z), namely that
(S(l)g (X(1)))i,j is the probability that starting from phase i the phase will evolve
to phase j once the service time of a group of order l has ended. Furthermore
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Figure 1. Time axis with frame bounds and group service times.
The phase is indicated above each slot and M = 3.
(S(l)g (X(z))1)j is the pgf of the number of group arrivals during this service time
given that the phase started out in j. We will use these functions elaborately in the
following analysis.
3. Analysis. In our analysis, we will adopt the indices n and k to refer to slot and
frame (or group) numbers respectively.
3.1. A Renewal-Points Approach. We say that a group leaves the system when
its last customer has been served. Likewise, with a group departure epoch, we refer
to the observation point of such an event. Immediately after a group departure
epoch all groups will have the property that none of their customers will have been
served. However, defining the system state as the number of groups in the system
and the phase of the slot right after a group departure epoch does not constitute
a Markov chain. The problem occurs when both drv’s are 1, in which case one
cannot be sure of the order of the only group in the system. Knowledge of the
order of this group is necessary in determining the number of slots until the next
group departure. Furthermore, previous states can help in obtaining the order of
this group, and so the Markov property is not fulfilled.
In the remainder of the analysis we will therefore denote the number of groups
in the system at the first slot mark preceding the k’th group departure (and thus
including the departing group) by uk and the phase during the last slot of this
groups service time as mk. Naturally uk > 0, ∀k because a group’s service time, as
it contains at least one customer, is strictly positive and thus uk includes the group
being served that leaves the system one slot thereafter. Because our state space is a
semi-infinite strip, (mk can only be one ofM different values), we will opt to obtain
a vector pgf for the steady-state distribution of (uk,mk). We define the row-vector
(U(z))l , E[zu|m = l] Pr[m = l], ∀l ∈ {1, . . . ,M}
=
∞∑
i=0
zi Pr[u = i,m = l], ∀l ∈ {1, . . . ,M} . (7)
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Figure 2. If uk > 1 the next group to be served will be of order
M . Hence, the two observation epochs are exactly one service time
of a group of order M apart (M = 3).
Since u > 0, τl being the boundary vector’s l’th entry will be given by Pr[u =
1,m = l]. We will denote this boundary vector by τ . In the following we will derive
a closed form formula for U(z) as a function of the arrival process A(z) and the
service time distributions in Sj(z).
The adopted strategy is to relate (uk,mk) to (uk+1,mk+1). In doing so we
distinguish three distinct cases. A first being uk > 1, where we know that the next
group to be served following the group departure this k’th observation epoch is
associated to (we will later refer to it as group K) is of order M . This first case
covers the non-linear terms in U(z) being U(z) − τz. The second and third case
both have uk = 1, where we distinguish whether during the frame that is being reset
customers enter or not. In the former case a group of order mk is served starting
right after the tagged group departure. In the latter case an idle period starts after
the relevant group departure until a batch of customers enters the system resulting
in a group of order 1.
So starting with the first case (uk > 1), we can see that uk+1 is made up of all
groups in uk except for the group that left one slot after uk was probed. On top of
that, it counts all groups that entered the system during the service time of group
K (see Fig.2) excluding the last slot before its departure but including the slot
before its service initiation. The period between the k’th and (k+1)’th observation
epochs is exactly a service time of a group of order M , and no frames are reset in
between. We argued that the matrix generating function of the number of group
arrivals in this period was given by S(M)g (X(z)) conditioned on the starting phase,
being mk, and thus
[
(U(z)z−1 − τ )S(M)g (X(z))
]
j
=
∞∑
i=1
zi Pr[uk+1 = i,mk+1 = j, uk > 1] , (8)
Next, when uk = 1 the running frame is reset at the group departure epoch.
Two cases flow forth from this. In the first case depicted in Fig.3, there where no
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Figure 3. When uk = 1, we distinguish two cases. One where
a
(mk)
g = 0 and one where it is 1. Each has its own effect on the
order of the group that is next to be served.
customer arrivals during the incomplete frame which lastedmk slots. An idle period
follows this group departure, which is ended by the arrival of a group of customers
initiating a busy period. This busy period starts of by the service of this group of
order one during the following s(1)g slots. Because the (k + 1)’th observation epoch
is one slot prior to this group’s departure whose service started in phase one, we
know that the vector pgf of the number of group arrivals and the ending phase, is
given by
(
S
(1)
g (X(z))X(z)−1
)
1∗
. For uk+1 this yields
[ M∑
l=1
τlA
(l)
g (0)z
(
S(1)g (X(z))X(z)
−1
)
1∗
]
j
=
∞∑
i=1
zi
×
M∑
l=1
Pr[uk+1 = i,mk+1 = j, uk = 1,mk = l, a(l)g = 0]. (9)
The index (.)1∗ is used to represent the first row of the matrix argument - the service
of the departing group starts in phase one.
If uk = 1 but this time a group does enter the system during the incomplete frame
(which occurs with probability 1−A(mk)g (0)), the group being served next will be of
order mk. Again, its service starts in phase one, and because the next observation
epoch is one slot prior to the tagged group’s departure, the vector pgf of the number
of group arrivals and the ending phase is given by
(
S
(mk)
g (X(z))X(z)−1
)
1∗
. For
uk+1, this results in
[ M∑
l=1
τl(1−A(l)g (0))z
(
S(l)g (X(z))X(z)
−1
)
1∗
]
j
=
∞∑
i=1
zi
×
M∑
l=1
Pr[uk+1 = i,mk+1 = j, uk = 1,mk = l, a(l)g = 1], (10)
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The result we were looking for (being an expression for U(z)), is simply the sum
of (8), (10), and (9), yielding
U(z) =(U(z)z−1 − τ )S(M)g (X(z))
+
M∑
l=1
τlz
(
S(l)g (X(z))
)
1∗
X(z)−1(1−A(l)g (0))
+
M∑
l=1
τlz
(
S(1)g (X(z))
)
1∗
X(z)−1A(l)g (0) . (11)
The only unknown in this expression is the boundary vector τ (see later). We
can rewrite the above equation in the following form:
U(z)(zI − S(M)g (X(z))) = τz(zD(z)− S(M)g (X(z))) , (12)
in which D(z) is an M ×M matrix with the l’th row given by
(D(z))l∗ , (1−A(l)g (0))
(
S(l)g (X(z))
)
1∗
X(z)−1
+A(l)g (0)
(
S(1)g (X(z))
)
1∗
X(z)−1 . (13)
3.2. Computation of the Boundary Vector. A common strategy is to use the
normalization condition to obtain the boundary vector, or in this case at least part
of it. Deriving both sides of equation (12) with respect to z, evaluating in z = 1, and
right-multiplying by 1, theM×1 column vector with all entries equal to one, yields:
1− ρ = τ
(
1+
d
dz
D(z)
∣∣∣
z=1
1− d
dz
S(M)g (X(z))
∣∣∣
z=1
1
)
. (14)
Now we still need M − 1 additional equations to determine τ . In the following
we outline a well-known matrix-analytic procedure to produce such equations. We
can write S(M)g (X(z)) as its series expansion and we call the coefficient matrix of
zi, Ei. Instead of z we can adopt a matrix Z as argument as follows (and likewise
with D(z) with coefficient matrices Fi) :
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S(M)g (X(Z)) =
∞∑
i=0
EiZ
i (15)
D(Z) =
∞∑
i=0
FiZ
i . (16)
Naturally these infinite sums converge only if all eigenvalues of Z lie in or on the
unit disk. Observe that
(Ei)l,l′ = Pr[uk+1 = uk − 1 + i,mk+1 = l′|uk > 1,mk = l] (17)
(Fi)l,l′ = Pr[uk+1 = i,mk+1 = l′|uk = 1,mk = l] . (18)
Obtaining the minimal nonnegative solution to G = S(M)g (X(G)), (whereby G
is the fundamental matrix of the Markov chain) is the first step in solving for the
boundary vector in the Neuts method (see f.i. [11]). From what we have found
Ei to represent and the definition of G, we find that the (i, j)’th element of this
G matrix is the probability that given a start phase of i, the first time u becomes
lower than its initial value, it will end up in phase j. From this it follows that G is a
stochastic matrix i.e. G1 = 1, and as is well known, the eigenvalues of a stochastic
matrix all lie in or on the unit disk (see f.i. [6]). Say that we are interested only
in the censored Markov chain restricted to level 0, or in our case u = 1. Then we
obtain τ as a result of the system of equations
τD(G) = τ . (19)
Given that we start from u = 1 and m = i, then the probability that the phase
will be j during our next visit to u = 1, is given by (D(G))i,j . Therefore the
above equation represents the condition for having a steady-state solution for the
boundary vector τ . Since I−D(G) is singular we obtain notM butM−1 equations,
which we can solve for τ once combined with (14).
Usually the fundamental matrix is obtained in an iterative procedure with
S
(M)
g (X(.)) as its kernel. This works because of the convergence of the series
guaranteed in [1]. Computationally this can be quite heavy though but thanks to
the cyclic nature of the X(z) matrix, the complexity of solving G = S(M)g (X(G)),
can be reduced significantly. Since X(z) is linear in z, we rewrite X(z) as X0+X1z,
and the structure of X(G) becomes apparent
X0 , X(0), X1 , X(1)−X(0)
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X(G) = X0 +X1G =

1
. . .
1
X(G)M1 X(G)M2 . . . X(G)MM
 . (20)
The above structure shows that X(G) is a companion matrix. We denote
the eigenvalues of X(G) by ζk, and invoke a well-known property of compan-
ion matrices: the column eigenvector pertaining to eigenvalue ζk, is given by
(1, ζk, ζ2k , . . . , ζ
M−1
k )
T . In the following ν is an arbitrary column eigenvector of
X(G) pertaining to the eigenvalue ζ. If we apply X(.) to the fundamental equation
G = S(M)g (X(G)), we obtain from (20)
X(G) = X0 +X1S(M)g (X(G)) = X0 +X1
∑
n≥0
s(M)g (n)X(G)
n (21)
in which s(M)g (i) = Pr[s
(M)
g = i] is a short-hand notation. Right multiplying each
side by ν yields a system of equations of which the first M − 1 are trivial ones, but
the last carries the information.
X(G)ν = ζν = X0ν +X1
∑
n≥0
s(M)g (n)ζ
nν = X0ν +X1νS(M)g (ζ) (22)
ζν =

ζ1
...
ζM−1
ζM
 =

ζ1
...
ζM−1
A(0)M
+

0
...
0
(1−A(0)M )S(M)g (ζ)
 . (23)
Using the definition of A(M)g (z) and S
(M)
g (z) we arrive at
ζM = A(M)g (S
(M)
g (ζ)) = A(S(ζ))
M ⇒ ζk = A(S(ζk))²kM , k ∈ {1, . . . ,M} (24)
in which ²M represents an M ’th primitive root of unity. From (24) it follows that
the eigenvalues of X(G) are the M solutions to zM = A(S(z))M inside the closed
complex unit disk. Solving for these eigenvalues we find X(G) to be given by
(V )ij = ζi−1j ,
X(G) = V diag(ζk) V −1, (25)
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in which diag(ak), is an M ×M diagonal matrix with k’th element ak. Although G
is easily calculated from X(G), note that our main interest D(G), can be obtained
directly from X(G) (notice that only X(z) appears in (13)). For that purpose, we
first write D(z) in the following form (see (13)):
S(M)g (X(z)) =
A(S(X(z)))l −A(0)lI
1−A(0)l , (26)
(El1)ij , δliδ1j , (27)
D(z) =
M∑
l=1
El1
(
A(S(X(z)))l +A(0)l
A(S(X(z)))− I
1−A(0)
)
X(z)−1, (28)
in which δij is Kronecker’s delta function. El1 performs an elementary row operation
which selects the first row of the matrix to the right of it and puts it on the l’th,
much like in the definition of D(z) (the other rows are zero). Using (24) and (25)
we thus finally obtain
D(G) =
M∑
l=1
El1V diag
(
ζl−1k ²
−kl
M +
A(0)l
1−A(0) (²
−k
M − ζ−1k )
)
V −1 (29)
The matrix equation τD(G) = τ can now be reduced to a set of equations for
τl. In explicit terms, this yields
M∑
l=1
τl
A(0)l
1−A(0) (ζk²
−k
M − 1) =
M∑
l=1
τlζ
l
k(1− ²−klM ) , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,M} . (30)
The case where k = M is the trivial equation in this system, and confirms
our previous statement, namely that I − D(G) was in fact singular. Again, the
normalization condition will form be the last equation needed to solve for τ .
Concretely, the only difficulty remaining is solving the implicit equations (24), which
can happen numerically, and is less time consuming than the iterative procedure
for G.
3.3. Random Slot Boundaries. Now recall that our original interest was in V (z),
joint pgf of the number of customers of all types in the system at the beginning of
a random slot. Because we already know from the definition of ρ that V (0) = 1− ρ
we choose a random slot during a busy period and call that slot, slot I. We define
(uˆ, mˆ) as the number of groups in the system and the phase of the system, one slot
before the most recent group departure since slot I, much like we did with (u,m)
before, only this time we choose a random slot, as opposed to a random group
departure. Let the drv T represent the type of the customer being served during
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Figure 4. Definitions of uˆ, mˆ, f (l), and all r(l)j . Note that group
K’s service time is not given by s(l)g as explained in the paragraph
following equation (39).
slot I. We can find the following relation between (u,m) and (uˆ, mˆ).
Pr[uˆ = i, mˆ = j|T = t, uˆ > 1] = Pr[u = i,m = j|u > 1] . (31)
Notice that the left hand side is independent of T . Let us denote the group
that is served during slot I by group K. When uˆ > 1, then group K is of order
M . Whatever uˆ and mˆ’s values are has no further effect on group K’s customer
composition under this condition. Hence choosing a random slot under uˆ > 1 is like
choosing a random group of order M with the previous group leaving the system
with u > 1. So clearly T has no effect on the probability above. When uˆ = 1 the
above equivalence does not hold, precisely because group K can be of order lower
thanM . This does not pose a problem since we will link it directly to the boundary
vector τ later on.
In this last case we will again have to distinguish between the cases where the
last frame contained a group arrival, and where it did not (in which case an idle
period starts and group K is of order 1). Let f (l) be the number of slots between
the service initiation of group K and the beginning of slot I, given that group K
is of order l. And let r(l)j be the number of type-j customers in group K (order
l), yet to be served at the beginning of slot I (including the type-t customer we
conditioned on). For uˆ > 1 we can see from Fig.4 that
vj =
uˆ−2∑
i=1
b
(M)
j,i +
f(M)+mˆ∑
n=1
aj,n + r
(M)
j , uˆ > 1 . (32)
The first sum goes over all groups in the system except for group K and the
group that left the system before group K’s service initiation but included in uˆ. It
counts all type j customers in these groups and we have added an index i to b(M)j
to indicate that all drv’s in this sum are i.i.d.. The type-j customers in group K
that are not yet served at the beginning of slot I are accounted for in the third term
of the above formula. Since the uˆ groups were all formed at least mˆ slots before
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group K’s service initiation, we must not neglect to include the type-j customers
that entered the system from that point on up to the beginning of slot I, spanning
a full f (M) + mˆ slots. The second sum goes over all these slots.
In the case that uˆ = 1 and the last frame counted at least one customer arrival
(with probability 1−A(0)mˆ), then group K will be of order mˆ. The same train of
thought can be followed as above, so the obtained formula for vj is the same with
the exception that M must be replaced by mˆ, and the mˆ in the upper limit of the
second sum must be omitted because arriving customers during the slots that this
mˆ represents, are part of group K and are counted by r(mˆ)j . Notice that the first
sum disappears in this case resulting in
vj =
f(mˆ)∑
n=1
aj,n + r
(mˆ)
j , uˆ = 1, a
(mˆ)
g = 1 , (33)
Lastly we have the case where, uˆ = 1 and the last frame harbors no customer-
arrivals (with probability A(0)mˆ). Again the same principles can be used but this
time group K is of order 1, andM should be replaced in (32) accordingly (M → 1).
Furthermore the mˆ in the upper limit of the second sum must be omitted for the
same reason as before. These observations lead to the result
vj =
f(1)∑
n=1
aj,n + r
(1)
j , uˆ = 1, a
(mˆ)
g = 0 . (34)
In (32), (33) and (34) all drv’s are independent of one another except for f (M)
and r(M)j in (32), f
(l) and r(l)j in (33), and f
(1) and r(1)j in (34), who are correlated.
For general l, f (l) is inversely proportional to the remaining service time of group
K. On the other hand r(l)j is proportional to the remaining service time. In the
end we are interested in Pr[f (l) = n, r(l)1 = i1, . . . , r
(l)
N = iN ], but it will prove easier
and more helpful to determine their joint partial pgf H(l)t (x, z) (partial on t, and x
being an N -dimensional vector with j’th element equal to xj).
H
(l)
t (x, z) ,
∞∑
n=0
zn
∞∑
i1=0
xi11 · · ·
∞∑
iN=0
xiNN Pr[f
(l) = n, r(l)1 = i1, . . . , r
(l)
N = iN , T = t] .
(35)
It will be easier to find a closed form expression for this sum using the Snake
Oil Method ([15]). We call a∗j the number of type-j customers originally in group
K, and s∗j,i the service time of the i-th type-j customer in group K. We can thus
rewrite the unknown probability in the previous expression as follows
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∞∑
k1,...,kN=0
∞∑
j1,1,...,jN,kN=1
Pr[f (l) = n, r(l)1 = i1, . . . , r
(l)
N = iN ,
a∗1 = k1, . . . , a
∗
N = kN , s
∗
1,1 = j1,1, . . . , s
∗
N,kN = jN,kN , T = t] . (36)
There’s quite a few things we know about this probability, which in the remainder
we will abbreviate Pr[f (l),R,A∗,S∗, T = t] for practical reasons. R will then stand
for all events of the form r(l)p = ip, and equally A∗ and S∗, for all events of the form
a∗p = kp and s
∗
p,q = jp,q respectively.
For instance we know that because of the frame-bound priority rule, no customer
in group K can be served if there are still higher priority customers unserved in
group K. Formally this means that all ij where j < t must equal 0 and all ij
where j > t must equal kj . If either is not fulfilled, the above probability will equal
zero. Naturally we have the condition that 1 ≤ it ≤ kt which means there can’t be
more type-t customers in group K at the beginning of slot I than there were when
initiating group K’s service. Since T = t, it must at least be 1. From R and A∗ we
know that the slot I must lie within the service time of the (kt − it + 1)’th type-t
customer in group K. Because all customers of higher priority types will have been
served by then, we must have that α ≤ n < ω, where
α =
t−1∑
p=1
kp∑
q=1
jp,q +
kt−it∑
q=1
jt,q , ω =
t−1∑
p=1
kp∑
q=1
jp,q +
kt−it+1∑
q=1
jt,q . (37)
Under the above conditions we find
Pr[f (l) = n,R|A∗,S∗, T = t] =
(
kt∑
q=1
jt,q
)−1
, (38)
Pr[A∗,S∗|T = t] =
∑kt
q=1 jt,q
ρtl/(1−A(0)l) Pr[b
(l)
1 = k1, . . . , b
(l)
N = kN ]
∏
p,q
sp(jp,q) , (39)
where we used sp(jp,q) , Pr[sp,q = jp,q] and the product goes over the service times
of all customers in group K. Equation (38) is the result of the random nature of slot
I. Notice that we used a∗j for group K’s type-j population, instead of b
(l)
j , which
we use for a random group, and equally s∗j,i instead of sj,i. Indeed group K is not
a random group, but a group whose service time contains a random slot. In this
sense larger groups will be more privileged to be selected by choosing a random slot.
Similarly, when we condition on type-t customers’ service times, we have that groups
containing type-t customers with large combined service times will be more likely
to be selected as group K. As such the probability Pr[A∗,S∗|T = t] is proportional
to
∑kt
q=1 jt,q. This phenomenon is also known as the renewal paradox (see f.i. [8]).
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This explains equation (39). To calculate Pr[f (l) = n,R,A∗,S∗, T = t] we still need
Pr[T = t] which is we reasoned to be ρt/ρ in the section about preliminary results
above.
It remains to calculate a closed-form formula for H(l)t (x, z), by substituting the
probabilities we found above.
H
(l)
t (x, z) =
∞∑
k1,...,kN=0
Pr[b(l)1 = k1, . . . , b
(l)
N = kN ]
ρl/(1−A(0)l)
(
N∏
p=t+1
xkpp
)
kt∑
it=1
xitt
×
∞∑
j1,1=1
s1(j1,1) · · ·
∞∑
jN,kN=1
sN (jN,kN )
ω−1∑
n=α
zn
=
∞∑
k1,...,kN=0
Pr[b(l)1 = k1, . . . , b
(l)
N = kN ]
ρl/(1−A(0)l)
(
N∏
p=t+1
xkpp
)
kt∑
it=1
xitt St(z)
kt−it
×
(
t−1∏
p=1
Sp(z)kp
) ∞∑
jt,kt−it+1=1
jt,kt−it+1−1∑
n=0
st(jt,kt−it+1)z
n
=
∞∑
k1,...,kN=0
Pr[b(l)1 = k1, . . . , b
(l)
N = kN ]
ρl/(1−A(0)l)
(
N∏
p=t+1
xkpp
)(
t−1∏
p=1
Sp(z)kp
)
× xt x
kt
t − St(z)kt
xt − St(z)
St(z)− 1
z − 1 . (40)
Introducing C(l)t (x, z) we can rewrite the above in the short formula,
C
(l)
t (x, z) , B(l)(S1(z), . . . , St−1(z), xt, xt+1, . . . , xN )
−B(l)(S1(z), . . . , St−1(z), St(z), xt+1, . . . , xN )
H
(l)
t (x, z) = xt
1−A(0)l
ρl
St(z)− 1
z − 1
C
(l)
t (x, z)
xt − St(z) . (41)
Notice the presence of xt, which suggest that r
(l)
t > 0, which we already pointed
out. On top of that, H(l)t (x, z) is no function of xj for j < t, meaning that all
type-j customers of group K have already been served while serving the tagged
type-t customer (which is exactly the purpose of frame-bound priority). Equation
(32) translates into the z-domain resulting in
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Va(z) , E
 N∏
j=1
z
vj
j
∣∣∣ vT > 0, uˆ > 1

=
N∑
t=1
H
(M)
t (z, A(z))
(
U(B(M)(z))− τB(M)(z))
(1− τ1)B(M)(z)2 Y
T (z) , (42)
where we used (31) to be able to use to the vector pgf found in the previous
section. YT (z) is a column vector with l’th element equal to A(z)l, representing the
customers that entered the system during the part of the frame preceding the k’th
group departure (that are not included in uˆ). The random variable vT is defined as
the sum
∑N
j=1 vj . Likewise for the two remaining cases we find
V
(l)
b (z) , E
 N∏
j=1
z
vj
j
∣∣∣ vT > 0, uˆ = 1, mˆ = l, a(l)g = 1
 = N∑
t=1
H
(l)
t (z, A(z)) (43)
V (l)c (z) , E
 N∏
j=1
z
vj
j
∣∣∣ vT > 0, uˆ = 1, mˆ = l, a(l)g = 0
 = N∑
t=1
H
(1)
t (z, A(z)) . (44)
Notice that V (l)c (z) = V
(1)
b (z). Furthermore, applying Little’s result on the server
we obtain Pr[vT = 0] = 1− ρ and so an exact expression for V (z) has the form
V (z) = (1− ρ) + ρPr[uˆ > 1|vT > 0]Va(z)
+ ρ
M∑
l=1
(
Pr[uˆ = 1, mˆ = l, a(l)g = 1|vT > 0]V (l)b (z)
+ Pr[uˆ = 1, mˆ = l, a(l)g = 0|vT > 0]V (1)b (z)
)
. (45)
The unknown probabilities can be calculated as follows. If we calculate the
average service time of a group - which we will denote E[sg], then we can see the
above unknown probabilities as contributions to this average. This yields
Pr[uˆ > 1|vT > 0] = 1− τ1
E[sg]
ρM
1−A(0)M
Pr[uˆ = 1, mˆ = l, a(l)g = 1|vT > 0] =
τlρl
E[sg]
(46)
Pr[uˆ = 1, mˆ = l, a(l)g = 0|vT > 0] =
τl
E[sg]
ρA(0)l
1−A(0)
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It is easy to calculate E[sg] from the equations above since V (z) must be normalized.
This yields
E[sg] =
(1− τ1)ρM
1−A(0)M + ρ
M∑
l=1
τl
(
l +
A(0)l
1−A(0)
)
. (47)
Now we combine the above results in (41)-(46), leading to
V (z) = 1− ρ + ρ
E[sg](A(z)− 1)
N∑
t=1
zt(St(A(z))− 1)
zt − St(A(z))
×
[
C
(M)
t (z, A(z))
(
U(B(M)(z))− τB(M)(z)
B(M)(z)2
)
YT (z)
+
M∑
l=1
τl
[
(1−A(0)l)C(l)t (z, A(z)) +A(0)lC(1)t (z, A(z))
] ]
. (48)
ForM = 1 andN = 2 this results simplifies to the result obtained in De Clercq[3],
and for M = 1 and N = 1 to those found in Bruneel[2].
3.4. Delay Distributions. In this section we search for the delay distribution
of a random type-j customer - we’ll call this customer, ’customer c’ - and more
particularly for the probability generating functions of this drv. The delay of a
random type-j customer has three parts contributing to it. First, customer c has
to wait for all customers queued before it. Some of them might have entered the
system during the same frame as customer c - hereafter called the entrance frame.
Others will have entered during previous frames. Of the customers that entered the
system during the entrance frame, the customers of higher priority classes will be
queued before c as well as a fraction of those with equal priority. Lastly, after these
customers are served, customer c is delayed by it’s own service time sj . Of these
three components only the first two are correlated to eachother, and thus we can
write:
Dj(z) = Sj(z)E[zwaiting time] (49)
To calculate the waiting time distribution, we introduce some renewal points.
Let wk be the work in the system at the beginning of the first slot of the k’th frame.
The work in the system at a specified epoch is the number of slots it takes the server
to empty the content of the system (queue and server) if no new customers enter
the system from the specified epoch onward. wk forms a one-dimensional Markov
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chain. Under the equilibrium condition mentioned in the opening section of this
paper, if we let k → ∞, then wk has a steady-state distribution and we denote its
pgf by W (z) , E[zw] - in which w is the work in the system at the beginning of
a random frame. We obtain this pgf by transforming the system equations for this
Markov chain to the z-domain.
When wk = 0, the frame that follows is of length 1 since we are in an idle
period. Whenever wk = i with 0 < i < M however, we know the coming frame is
about to get reset, and so the following frame is of length i. In all other cases, the
frame that follows is of size M (full-sized). So for wk high enough (≥M), the work
entering the system during the next frame is entirely uncorrelated to wk. This yields
wk+1 =
∑N
j=1
∑aj,1
i=1 sj,i , if wk = 0,
wk+1 =
∑l
n=1
∑N
j=1
∑aj,n
i=1 sj,i,n , if 0 < wk < M , (50)
wk+1 =
∑M
n=1
∑N
j=1
∑aj,n
i=1 sj,i,n + wk −M , if wk ≥M ,
where sj ’s extra indices stress the fact that different customers have independent
service times. When we denote the steady state probability Pr[w = n] by ωn,
transforming the system equations in the z-domain, results in
W (z) = ω0A(S(z)) +
M−1∑
n=1
ωnA(S(z))n +
(
W (z)−
M−1∑
n=0
ωnz
n
)
A(S(z))
zM
(51)
W (z) =
ω0z
M (A(S(z))− 1) +∑M−1n=0 ωn (A(S(z))nzM −A(S(z))Mzn)
zM −A(S(z))M . (52)
This pgf has M unknowns namely ωn, n ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}. The normalization
condition gives us one equation in these M unknowns. Applying Rouche´’s theorem
we can see that zM − A(S(z))M has M zeros inside the closed unit disk (see f.i.
Klimenok[9]) denoted by ζk, k ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Since pgf’s are bounded in the
closed unit disk, each zero of the numerator must be a zero of equal multiplicity -
multiplicity 1 - in the denominator as well. Solving
ζk = A(S(ζk))²kM , k ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, (53)
for the M ζk’s, will therefore lead to a set of M linear equations in ω0 through
ωM−1, namely those found by substituting z by ζk in the numerator in (52) and
equating this numerator to zero
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ω0(ζk²−kM − 1) =
M−1∑
n=0
ωnζ
n
k (1− ²−knM ) , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. (54)
The M ’th zero of the denominator is of course ζM = 1, which yields a trivial
equation that is replaced by the normalization condition. Gail[5] proves that if
w has a limiting distribution, this system of linear equations together with the
normalization condition has a unique solution.
The attentive reader, may have noticed that we did in fact not redefine ζk, since
these quantities are also the eigenvalues of D(G) (see (24)) that were used in the
calculation of the boundary vector τ , and the above system of equations (again
M − 1 non-trivial ones) bares a great resemblance to (30). In fact, knowledge of
one, readily translates into knowledge of the other, as will be shown next.
When at the beginning of a frame the work in the system is n ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, that
frame will be reset n slots later in phase n because of a group departure (groups
can only enter the system at the end of a frame). Naturally a frame can only be
reset when one slot prior to it, the system contained only one group. Hence for
every frame at the start of which the work in the system is n, there is a group
departure which resets a frame, causing the previous to finish in phase n - which
means ωn ∼ τn, ∀n ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. However there are frames during which no
group enters the system and so there are more observation epochs for w than for
(u,m). The proportionality constant is therefore given by the probability that a
group enters the system during a random frame (= η).
η = ω0(1−A(0)) +
M−1∑
i=1
ωi(1−A(0)i) +M(1−
M−1∑
i=0
ωi)(1−A(0)M ) , (55)
ωn
τn
= η , ∀n ∈ {1, . . . ,M} . (56)
in which it is important to note that η is independent of n. Of the above equations,
only M − 1 are useful - ω0 is not mentioned. We can however substitute the τn in
the system of equations (54). Through transitivity with (30) we arrive at
ω0 = η
M∑
l=1
τl
A(0)l
1−A(0) . (57)
An alternative way of obtaining this last equation could equally be the
observation that the work in the system at the start of a random frame can only be
0 when at the start of the previous frame the work in the system was n ≤ M and
no customers entered the system since.
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As mentioned earlier, customer c’s delay is caused in part by customers that
entered the system before the entrance frame that are not yet served upon customer
c’s arrival - hereafter referred to as the senior customers. An upper bound for this
part of the delay is given by the work in the system at the beginning of the entrance
frame, which we will denote by wˆ. The distribution of wˆ is not the same as w’s,
since for wˆ a random type-j customer was chosen - and by the BASTA-property,
a random slot (see f.i. Halfin[7]) - where for w a random frame must be selected.
The probability that a random type-j customers enters the system during a frame
is proportional to the length of that frame, and so we find that the relation between
w and wˆ is as follows.
Pr[wˆ = 0] = ω0φ−1
Pr[wˆ = n] = nωnφ−1, 0 < n < M (58)
Pr[wˆ ≥M ] =M(1−
M−1∑
n=0
ωn)φ−1,
in which φ is the average frame size. The above probabilities must be normalized.
Combined with the normalization condition on w, we can find that
φ (1− ρ) = ω0, (59)
which is in agreement with the observation that the probability that a type-j
customers enters the system during an idle period (wˆ = 0) must be equal to 1− ρ.
The effective delay caused by senior customers to customer c, is strictly less than
wˆ because customer c’s waiting time starts at the beginning of the slot following its
arrival slot. Customer c’s arrival slot can be any of the slots in the entrance frame
with equal probability. Let wˆ− be the effective delay caused by senior customers -
the minus indicating that it will be less than wˆ. Because knowledge of wˆ gives us
the length of the entrance frame, we condition wˆ− on wˆ obtaining
Pr[wˆ− = i|wˆ = n] =

1 if n = 0 and i = 0,
n−1 if 0 < n < M and i < n,
M−1 if M ≤ n and n−M ≤ i < n.
(60)
Lastly, the delay contributed by customers entering during the entrance frame is
made up of the service times of all customers of higher priority, and some customers
of the same priority class as customer c. It can be calculated (see f.i. [2]) that the
joint pgf of the number of customers of each type entering the system during the
entrance frame and queued before customer c, given that the entrance frame was n
slots long, is given by
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A˜
(n)
j (z) ,
A(z1, . . . , zj−1, zj , 1, . . . , 1)n −A(z1, . . . , zj−1, 1, 1, . . . , 1)n
nλj(zj − 1) (61)
And thus the pgf of the amount of work these customers stand for equals
A˜
(n)
j (S(z)). All these units of work contribute to the delay of customer c, since
none of them can get served until after the entrance frame finishes, as agreed in
section 2, i.e. after customer c’s arrival. Bringing all of the above together, we find
that
E[zdj |wˆ = 0] = Sj(z)A˜(1)j (S(z)),
E[zdj |wˆ = n, 0 < n < M ] = Sj(z)A˜(n)j (S(z))
zn − 1
n(z − 1) , (62)
E[zdj |wˆ ≥M ] = Sj(z)A˜(M)j (S(z))
zM − 1
M(z − 1)
W (z)−∑M−1i=0 ωizi
zM (1−∑M−1i=0 ωi) .
For this last equation we used Pr[w = n|w ≥ M ] = Pr[wˆ = n|wˆ ≥ M ]. The pgf
with z − 1 in the denominator is that of wˆ−. Using the probabilities found in (58)
and the pgf found for W (z) in (52) we can derive the pgf of the delay of a random
type-j customer Dj(z):
Dj(z) = φ−1Sj(z)ω0
(
A˜
(1)
j (S(z)) + A˜
(M)
j (S(z))
zM − 1
z − 1
A(S(z))− 1
zM −A(S(z))M
)
(63)
+ φ−1Sj(z)
M−1∑
n=1
ωn
(
A˜
(n)
j (S(z))
zn − 1
z − 1 + A˜
(M)
j (S(z))
zM − 1
z − 1
A(S(z))n − zn
zM −A(S(z))M
)
.
4. Numerical Results. In an attempt to show the effect of the proposed FBP
scheduling discipline, we introduce a composite Poisson arrival process with two
types of customers. The two-dimensional (N = 2) pgf A(z1, z2) is chosen to be
A(z1, z2) = eλ(p1z1+p2z2−1) , (64)
in which λ is the workload and arrival rate (we will chose service times deter-
ministically equal to 1 slot), and each Poisson event generates a type-j customer
with probability pj , j ∈ {1, 2}. Since, for example, in data networks high-priority
customers (control messages) are more scarce than low-priority customers (raw
data), we choose p1 = 0.1 and p2 = 0.9. Notice that with the above pgf both
arrival streams are independent of one another.
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Figure 5. delay differentiation between type-1 and type-2
customers (E[d1]/E[d2]) in a system under frame-bound priority
- for various (maximum) frame-sizes - and in a system under
weighted fair queueing - for various weights of the high priority
traffic (= P ) - plotted against ρ. Data points for WFQ were
obtained via simulation.
We plot the average customer delay, which for real-time applications is one of the
main performance measures. These can be obtained as the first derivatives of either
Dj(z) or V (z), through Little’s result. A good measure for delay differentiation
would be E[d1]/E[d2], since it tells us what effect a higher priority can cause on
average. In Fig.5 this measure was plotted against the workload ρ for different
(maximum) frame lengths (M = 1, 2, 5 and 10). The same arrival stream was
fed into a similar system, where the service discipline was replaced by weighted
fair queueing (WFQ) in which the weight of the high-priority packets was varied
(P = .52, .6 and .68) 1. The results of these simulations are also plotted in the same
figure, for comparison purposes.
We observe that for low loads tuning M in FBP has little effect on the delay
differentiation - i.e. what percentage type-1 customers are delayed compared to
type-2 customers. This is because, depending on the load for high enough M , the
vast majority of frames will reset before completion, rendering the exact value ofM
somewhat irrelevant. One by one the curves pertaining to M = 1, 2, 5 and 10, show
different values for increasing ρ, signaling that for those and higher values of the
load, frames of maximum size are formed and queued. Eventually the curve for each
M reaches a maximal delay differentiation (i.e., a minimal value of E[d1]/E[d2]) for
a different load, and for higher M this maximum corresponds to higher loads. For
1In our simulations, we adopted a discretized version of WFQ
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M = 10 f.i. this optimum almost reaches 60%, but it is obviously very load-sensitive.
In the limit (ρ → 1) every curve turns back to 1. This is because for every finite
M , if the load is chosen high enough, many groups will typically accumulate in the
system, and the customer delay of any type is primarily determined by the service
times of the groups that are queued before a tagged customer’s group, rather than
by the ordering of customers within this customer’s group. Therefore, different
types of customer experience comparable delays, provided that ρ lies close enough
to 1 and M is finite.
An essential difference between WFQ and FBP is the limiting cases (P = 1 and
M → ∞). WFQ scheduling evolves to absolute priority when the weight of the
high priority class customers goes to 1, whereas for infinitely large frames, in FBP a
kind of ’gated’ priority is obtained in which frames last until they are at last reset.
In the FBP case, the delay differentiation remains limited, even for infinite M and
ρ → 1. Also, for WFQ, scenarios may occur in which the average delay of high
priority customers exceeds that of lower priority customers, i.e. when there’s a lot
of high priority traffic (E[d1]/E[d2] > 1). WFQ was engineered this way so that the
individual streams can only punish themselves for being greedy. As a consequence,
when the high priority customers pertain to different sources, they can get punished
unrightfully. Notice that contrary to WFQ, the proposed scheduling discipline FBP
does not give low priority traffic a lower average delay unless for very specific settings
for M and the arrival process such as correlation between the number of arrivals of
different types of customers during the same slot and the workload. Another key
difference between WFQ and FBP, lies in the light traffic behaviour of the two, in
which case WFQ’s tunability is much larger. Unless traffic is very bursty (such that
b
(1)
j ≈ b(M)j even for high M), this is not an issue.
Typical figures show that the power of FBP lies in the property that the
delay differentiation can be controlled (of course within certain bounds), if the
load is medium to high (i.e. .5 - .95), as can also be observed in Fig.6. This
figure is the result of applying a bursty arrival process with joint pgf A(z1, z2) =
9
10 +
1
10e
10λ(p1z1+p2z2−1). In this scenario, very few slots experience customer
arrivals, but the few that do see (on average) 10 times as much arrivals compared
to the previous figure. As already hinted, increasingM not too much has very little
effect; however as can be seen for largerM , we can still tune the delay differentiation
quite well for moderate to high values of the load. On the other hand, when M
approaches infinity, the delay differentiation becomes almost independent of the
load, unless the load is close to 0 or 1.
Using these observations together with an expression for the first derivative of
Dj(z) (see (63)), one can tune the frame length to obtain the desired QoS-level,
for instance based on the results projected in a figure such as Fig.6. The FBP
scheduling discipline is then easily implemented using a timer and a reorder buffer.
5. Conclusions. In this paper we introduced and analyzed a new scheduling
mechanism, called frame-bound priority, in order to give an answer to the demand
for delay differentiation between different traffic flows (requiring different QoS). The
proposed scheduling mechanism, which partitions time into consecutive frames and
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Figure 6. E[d1]/E[d2] in a system under frame-bound priority
for various (maximum) frame-sizes, with a bursty arrival process.
(M = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100)
allows high priority customers to overtake lower priority customers that entered the
system during the same frame, was analyzed using a combination of matrix analytic
methods and (joint) generating functions on a discrete-time queueing model. Our
results allow to calculate the joint probability generating function of the number of
customers of all classes separately, given any i.i.d. arrival process. In addition, we
have also examined in detail the effect frame-bound priority has on delays of the
individual customer classes, both by analysis and some basic numerical examples.
Thanks to an efficient method for calculating the boundary vector of the underlying
Markov chain, data points can be generated both accurately and fast. The numerical
examples show that tuning of the frame length provides a flexible way to achieve
delay differentiation between the customer classes, all while solving the starvation
problem, i.e. low priority traffic cannot be delayed indefinitely by design.
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